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ABSTRACT 

Automatic language identification is an important prob
lem in building multilingual speech recognition and un
derstanding systems. Building a language identifica
tion module for four languages we studied the influ
ence of applying different levels of knowledge sources 
on a large vocabulary continuous speech recognition 
(LVCSR) approach, i.e. the phonetic, phonotactic, lex
ical, and syntactic-semantic knowledge. The result
ing language identification (LID) module can identify 
spontaneous speech input and can be used as a front
end for our multilingual speech-to-speech translation 
system JANUS-II. A comparison of five LID systems 
showed that the incorporation of lexical and linguistic 
knowledge reduces the language identification error for 
the 2-language tests up to 50%. Based on these results 
we build a LID module for German, English, Spanish, 
and Japanese which yields 84% identification rate on 
the Spontaneous Scheduling Task (SST). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years language identification (LID) has re
ceived renewed and increased interest as large vocab
ulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) technol
ogy is being applied to multiple languages. Most of 
the recent approaches to LID take advantage of units 
that are smaller than words such as phonemes [l], [2] 
or broad phoneme classes [3] for the identification pro
cess. Some approaches add phonotactic information 
encoded as phoneme bigrams [2] or trigrams [4], [5], 
another approach was presented by [6], using a word
based recognizer. Nevertheless, most approaches for 
identifying languages are restricted to phoneme-based 
knowledge sources. 

Knowing that the integration of a word-based lex
icon and grammars leads to a large improvement in 
speech recognition systems, we focused our experiments 
on how such knowledge sources can improve a LID sys
tem. Constructing dictionaries and word-based gram
mars for stand-alone LID systems requires extra effort 
and LID requires more computational effort on word 

level than on phoneme level. Nevertheless, in multi
lingual speech processing tasks, in which recognition is 
the objective, dictionaries, language models and other 
higher-level knowledge sources are already available. In 
speech-to-speech translation applications like JANUS-II 
[7] the identification of the language could be employed 
as a front-end module to language-dependent LVCSR. 
Word level LID using higher linguistic knowledge can 
be integrated into the speech recognition process with
out requiring additional computational effort. Even 
for stand-alone LID systems it is interesting to know 
whether the additional effort for word-based systems 
with higher-level knowledge can be justified by better 
LID performance. 

2. THE MULTILINGUAL DATABASE SST 

To develop and test our LID system we used a multilin
gual database of spontaneous human-to-human dialogs 
called the Spontaneous Scheduling Task (SST). This 
database has been collected at Carnegie J\follon Uni
versity (Pittsburgh, USA), Karlsruhe University (Ger
many), and at ATR International (Japan) over the last 
two years [8]. 

Languages utterances hours 

English 7644 6.9 
German 12292 30.5 
Spanish 5730 10.7 
.Japanese 3311 8.0 

Table 1: The Spontaneous Scheduling Task SST 

The SST corpus currently consists of English, Ger
man, Spanish, Japanese and Korean dialogs, sponta
neously spoken by native speakers. Table 1 summarizes 
the currently available data. For the experiments the 
German, English, Spanish and Japanese dialogs are di
vided into a test and a training set of distinct speakers. 
The identification process is performed by presenting a 
complete utterance to the system. 
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5.3. Final System 

Finally we built twe 4-language systems te identify 
German, English, Spanish and Japanese. Fer these 
final systems we used the new recegnizer [7] which 
were impreved in the meantime by e.g. incerperating 
trigrams inte the deceder and better pheneme med
els fer the German recegnizer. Therefere we called 
the new LID systems Pwith3PT and Wwith3LM respec
tively. The table 3 summarizes the recegnitien perfer
mance and the language identificatien rate ef Pwith3PT 
and Wwith3LM. Again the werd-based system eutper
ferms the pheneme-based system and gave 84% identi
ficatien rate en the 4-language test. 

Language Pwith3PT Wwith3LM 
Pheneme Accuracy \Verd Accuracy 

German 53.1% 69.0% 
English 56.1% 69.6% 
Spanish 52.0% 69.4% 
Japanese 65.5% 70.0% 

I 4-LID 82.6% 84.0% 

Table 3: Perfermance fer German, English, Spanish 
and Japanese 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we shewed hew applying different lev
els ef knew ledge seurces te LVCSR-based LID systems 
can lead te significant imprevements ef perfermance. 
A cemparisen ef five LID systems, using different lev
els ef knewledge seurces, shewed that the incerperatien 
ef lexical and linguistic knew ledge gave up te 50% im
prevements fer the 2-language identificatien tests. The 
werd-based systems eutperfermed the pheneme-based 
systems significantly. The mere knewledge is incerpe
rated in the werd-based LID system, the better the 
perfermance. We want te peint eut that the recerding 
cenditiens fer different languages have te be similar te 
get significant LID results. Being aware ef this preb
lem we recerded additienal data and perfermed exper
iments en channel nermalisatien. Based en the results 
fer language pairs, we built a LID medule fer German, 
English, Spanish, and Japanese which gives an everall 
identificatien rate ef 84% en the Spentaneeus Schedul
ing Task (SST). This LID medule is used as frent-end 
fer eur JAN US-I I multilingual speech-te-speech trans
latien deme system. 
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